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CULTURE AND THE ARTS — HISTORICAL PANORAMAS: 
A VISUAL HISTORY OF PERTH AND FREMANTLE 

Statement by Minister for Culture and the Arts 
MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Minister for Culture and the Arts) [12.04 pm]: This morning I had the 
pleasure of launching the Historical Panoramas: A Visual History of Perth and Fremantle project, an exciting 
collaboration between the State Library of Western Australia and Curtin University’s Hub for Immersive 
Visualisation and eResearch, or HIVE. The Historical Panoramas project contains a series of detailed historical 
and modern panoramic images from the State Library’s collection and showcases the development of Perth and 
Fremantle since the 1860s. The centrepiece of the tour is a series of wide-angle panorama shots of Perth Town Hall 
from four different periods between 1885 and 2016. These amazing panoramas have been created by highly skilled 
technicians using a range of visualisation software and imaging hardware available at the HIVE. 
The quality of the older images is impressive despite their age. The manner in which the new panoramas have been 
photographed to match the older images is exceptional and enhances the visual impact of the project. I was 
interested to learn that because of the extensive growth and development of our city, some of the vantage points to 
photograph our modern-day panoramas were inaccessible and that drones had to be used instead to capture the 
images. 
The Historical Panoramas project provides a unique and engaging way for people to understand and connect to our 
history. It also fosters an interest in historical photography and the heritage value of the Cities of Perth and 
Fremantle. Members of the public can purchase tickets to experience the virtual tour being held at Curtin University 
next Monday, 20 June. I am delighted to announce that this amazing project will also be made accessible to the 
general public, scholars and historians via the Historical Panoramas website. This will ensure that a wider 
audience, including schoolchildren and people outside of Western Australia, will have access to these wonderful 
images. I commend the staff at the State Library of Western Australia and Curtin HIVE for their dedication in 
bringing the Historical Panoramas virtual tour to fruition and wish them well for the project’s continuation. 
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